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Definitions, Acronyms and Abbreviations
Acronym

Title

AI

Artificial Intelligence

BDV

Big Data Value

BDVA

Big Data Value Association

BDVe

Big Data Value ecosystem

BDV IG

Big Data Value Investor Group

BDV PPP

Big Data Value Public-Private Partnership

CoE

Centre of Excellence

D3.6

Deliverable 3.6. Enriched map of Big Data players in Europe:
SMEs and startups

D3.7

Deliverable 3.7. Value proposition and engagement plan for
entrepreneurs and SMEs

D3.8

Deliverable 3.8. Startups and SME Ecosystem characterization
(M18)

DMS

Data Market Services

EBDVF

European Big Data Value Forum

EDI

European Data Incubator

IPR

Intellectual property rights

ODINE

Open Data Incubator Europe

SME

Small and Medium-sized Enterprises

SRIA

Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda

WP

Work Package
Table 1: Definitions, Acronyms and Abbreviations
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Executive Summary
The present document (D3.9) reports on the work within the BDVe project Work
Package 3 “ECOSYSTEM. Community building and engagement” Task 3.2 “Datadriven entrepreneurship and SME engagement” on the characterization of the Big
Data players’ ecosystem. It proposes an update of document delivered 18 months
ago: deliverable 3.8 “Startups and SME Ecosystem Characterization (M18)”.
D3.9 provides a periodic update on the composition of the Big Data Value PublicPrivate Partnership (BDV PPP) ecosystem, focusing on SMEs and including startups,
its dynamics with the definition of value proposition and engagement plans in D3.6
and D3.7. The map of “Big Data players in Europe: SMEs and startups” has been
enriched. The list of activities engaging these companies has been updated, including
past, and ongoing activities.
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1 Introduction
This document continues the work within the BDVe project Work Package 3
“ECOSYSTEM. Community building and engagement” on the characterization of the
Big Data players’ ecosystem of SMEs and startups. This deliverable is an update of
deliverable 3.8 “Startups and SME Ecosystem characterization (M18)”, which in turn
was an update of deliverables 3.6 “Enriched Map of Big Data players in Europe: SMEs
and startups” and 3.7 “Value proposition and engagement plan for entrepreneurs
and SMEs”.
Thus, in this document we are going to focus on two basic topics:
▪ the update and implementation of value proposition and engagement plan
for Investors, as well as for SMEs and startups. D3.7 also contained the value
proposition for intermediaries, however its update is reported separately in
D2.9 “Status report on the BDVe network and marketplace activities M36”,
while the work with intermediaries is being carried out in collaboration with
Work Package 2 “IMPACT. Framing the European Data Economy to maximize
impact”.
▪ the enrichment information about SMEs and startups. In deliverables 3.6 and
3.8 the enriched data was provided to Data Landscape1 portal, which is a part
of the European Data Market study for the Directorate-General for
Communications Networks, Content and Technology and is managed by
Open Evidence, the Lisbon Council and IDC2. In this deliverable we provide
data enrichment for a portal developed by BDVe project called Big Data
Landscape3. This tool reuses information from Data Landscape and offers a
richer representation.
The update in month 18 for both of these topics was reported in D3.8. The current
document provides the update from month 18 to month 36 on the same topics,
using the same document structure in order to ensure better readability and
traceability.

1

http://datalandscape.eu/

2

http://datalandscape.eu/about

3

https://landscape.big-data-value.eu/
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2 Engagement of Investors
The BDV Investors Group (IG) was introduced in D3.7 as a group of different
categories of investors, such as venture capitalists, business angels, and other
private investors (named “investors” hereinafter) interested in investment
opportunities in Big Data, linked data or data-intensive SMEs and startups. The
purpose of the group is to foster cross-border co-investments in data-related SMEs
and startups, as well as to enhance the engagement of European SMEs and startups
in the BDV PPP ecosystem.
The Value Proposition for Investors was defined in D3.7 as following:
▪ Cross-border investment and cross-fertilisation
▪ Access to new deal flow
▪ International visibility
▪ Influence
Currently the group consists of 15 investors coming from different countries: France,
Germany, Luxembourg, Spain and UK. We are in the process of coordination of the
question of publishing the investors information in public documents. The majority
of investors that have been contacted have been participating in South Summit
editions 2017, 2018 and 2019 where BDVe project was also present. South Summit is
the leading global innovation platform focused on business opportunities that brings
together the main players in the entrepreneurial ecosystem. South Summit 2019
brought together over 20.000 participants, over 3.800 startups and 1200 investors.
During the period of July 2018 – December 2019, the following activities related to
the BDV IG have been performed:
▪ Participation in international events to prepare startups for investment
o 03-05/10/2018: South Summit 2018, Madrid4. South Summit is the
Leading Innovation Global Platform focused on business opportunities
and disruptive trends, that gathers the entrepreneurial ecosystem.
Contacts were made with investors who have showed an interest in
investing in startups involved in the data economy, and we keep
communication with them to present to them startups ready for
investment.
South Summit 2018 figures: 12.500+ attendees, 650+ investors and
4300+ CEO/Executives from 100+ countries.
o 02-04/10/2019: South Summit 2019, Madrid. South Summit 2019
figures: 20.000+ attendees, 1200+ investors, 3800+ startups, 2,8B€
inversion.
At the South Summit 2019 BDVe had a booth that was shared with
EDI and DataPitch projects. The booth has helped to disseminate the
vision of BDVe as an ecosystem to provide coordination and support

4

https://www.southsummit.co/es/home
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for the current and future H2020 projects within the Big Data Value
Public-Private Partnership. The booth also helped some startups of
DataPitch and EDI projects to promote themselves and the booth
acted as a meeting point for two startups from DataPitch and one
from EDI that were pitching at the South Summit.
We believe that the experience can be repeated in future instances of
the South Summit. Indeed, a very good relationship was established
with the organisers of the South Summit and more activities can be
organized with them in the future around Big Data and Artificial
Intelligence (AI).

Figure 1: Sonja Zillner and Ingra Marangoni at the BDVe booth promoting the Data
Driven Innovation DDI Framework as a Value Proposition for Startups.
▪

Participation in local events to prepare startups for investment
o 23-24/10/2018:
“Validation
of
launching
projects
for
entrepreneurship”, José Antonio de Miguel, CEEIM (Centro Europeo
de Empresas e Innovación de Murcia), Murcia. During this event we
captured valuable knowledge about how to prepare a startup for
investment.
o 10/01/2019: “The main challenges of Big Data Marketing”, ENAE
Business School of Murcia. In this event, we got insights about how to
bring Big Data initiatives to market.
o 30/09/2019: “Business models”, CEEIM, Murcia. Here we acquired
knowledge of applying different business models to project ideas.
o 06/11/2019: “Preparing for inversion”, CEEIM, Murcia. In this event
we got knowledge about the steps to follow to get ready to face
investors: things to be taken into account and mistakes to avoid.
o 21/11/2019: “Experience in investing in startups”, CEEIM, MurciaDuring this event 5 startups (two oriented to Big Data) presented their
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solutions to a group of investors from MURCIABAN (Business Angel
Network of Murcia). We collected comments about how to present
solutions to investors and mistakes to avoid.
▪ Dissemination of BDVe and SMEs/startups with the aim to identify investors
interested in investing in SMEs involved in the data driven economy
o 03-05/10/2018: South Summit 2018, Madrid5.
o 02-04/10/2019: South Summit 2019, Madrid.
▪ Webinar to help startups in getting investment
03/12/2019: We prepared and gave a webinar: “Help to get investors ready”.
The webinar intended to provide some tips to help startups involved in the
Big Data and data-driven economy to successfully face the investment phase
and to maximize their chances of getting external funding for their future
endeavours. Good feedback was received from the webinar.
▪ Look for SMEs involved in the data driven economy
We are in close contact with the Open Data Institute (ODI) and Data Pitch
incubator to help them in looking for funding for their startups. Together
with EDI, we are designing a procedure to prepare startups for the
investment round. We identify two steps for the proposal for investment:
1) one pager and 2) deck focused on investors (max. 15 pages).
▪ We have also identified other startups looking for funding outside of
DataPitch and EDI. We have identified more startups during the webinar on
3rd December 2019.
We plan to use the same procedure as the one we are putting in place with
EDI.
▪ BDVe Marketplace
We promoted the Marketplace to DataPitch and EDI projects. We explained
the value of the Marketplace to upload innovative solutions (the offer) but
also to look for customers and investors (the demand). EDI has decided to
upload the solutions of their 6 startups finalists (the most promising ideas) on
the BDVe Marketplace.
▪ Contacts with investors
In addition to our contacts from the South Summit event, we also contacted
other investors interested in participating in the BDV IG – willing to invest in
SMEs and startups involved in the Big data and data driven economy. At the
moment, we have contacted a list of 15 investors from France, Spain,
Germany, the UK that have demonstrated an interest in startups involved in
the data-driven economy. We have prepared materials for startups to get
ready for investment. We are currently preparing a set of startups to be
investors ready and present them to this group of investors.
As a conclusion, we have prepared the material for preparing startups to get
investment. We will use the Marketplace and the list of investors as channels to fund
the startups that are considered of interest for investors. Once the links are
5

https://www.southsummit.co/es/home
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established it will be up to SMEs and startups and investors to exchange
communication and perform match-making, and finalize the deals. In the next 12
months, we will help the startups we have identified (for example, EDI’s first and
second call) to prepare the material for getting funding and we will present them to
potential investors for match-making.
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3 Engagement of Startups and SMEs
3.1 Value Proposition for SMEs
In D3.7 the value proposition for SMEs was defined as consisting of three parts:
▪ Access
o Access to policy decisions/knowledge and skills/standards via BDVA
and BDVe activities
o Access to European funding via research and innovation projects and
networks of intermediaries as well as private investments
▪ Visibility and recognition
o Showcase service – information about competences and expertise of
SMEs involved in Big Data showcased on the dedicated website
o Data Landscape
o Promotion via BDVA and BDVe channels
▪ Engagement – proactive participation and contribution to the BDV PPP
o Support and inclusion – SMEs get support in their participation in the
BDV PPP (including projects) and BDVA
o Events – SMEs participating in Big Data European events, sessions on
topics of SMEs and innovations organized in such events
o Membership – full membership in BDVA allows participation in Task
Forces as well as one to be elected to elective bodies, and
advancement of the agenda important for SMEs.
During the last 18 months (from M18 till M36) a number of actions and events took
place to enact this Value Proposition.

3.2 Events
The following events organized by BDVA, while achieving many other goals, have
also heavily contributed to SMEs Value Contribution areas such as Engagement,
specifically to event action, as well as the Visibility and Recognition part (showcase,
promotion), and the Access part (access to investments, access to knowledge).

3.2.1 EBDVF 2018
The following events organized by BDVA have heavily contributed to Value
Contribution parts such as Engagement, specifically to event action, as well as the
Visibility and Recognition part (showcase, promotion), and the Access part (access to
investments, access to knowledge).
The sessions targeted specifically for Startups and SMEs were:
▪ Startups and Entrepreneurs Boosting Big Data corporate innovation. A
roundtable aimed at demonstrating 3 ongoing initiatives to connect
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startups/entrepreneurs with Big Data corporates/providers, boosting
innovation, solving particular challenges and developing new
products/services6.
▪ Getting your data-driven idea investor ready (session prepared in
cooperation with WP2). A panel discussion aimed at covering the following
topics:
o Investor-readiness: issues for data-driven business, as insights from
investors and startups.
o Addressing business modelling related issues for data-driven
businesses as insights from a quantitative study of data-driven
business opportunities; most important aspects of a data-driven
business idea7.
Additionally, several workshops, which included startup/SMEs as one of the
intended audiences.
▪ Shaping the European Big Data landscape: from i-Spaces and Centres of
Excellence to Big Data Digital Innovation Hubs8. BDVA Data Innovation Spaces
and Big Data Centres of Excellence are consolidated initiatives at a European
level aimed at providing an ecosystem that guarantees companies, especially
SMEs and startups, access to the latest knowledge, expertise and technology
in the fields of Big Data and Artificial Intelligence. In the workshop the
collaboration possibilities were explored between BDVA i-Spaces, Big Data
CoE and other initiatives in order to provide a unified ecosystem for
companies, as well as to achieve other goals.
▪ Successful patterns of Data-driven business9 (the activity was again led by
WP2). A Big Data Value workshop collocated to EBDVF 201810. This workshop
focused on topics of identifying promising data-driven business
opportunities, as well as uncovering best practices and success criteria in the
industry.

3.2.2 BDV PPP Meetup 2019
BDV PPP Meetup 2019 was held on June 26-28, 2019 in Riga, Latvia. The programme
on June 27th has been split into parallel streams, one of which is fully dedicated to
business, including SMEs and startups. It contained the following workshops11:
▪ Federation of data services to foster the adoption of data-driven AI in Europe
by Daniel Alonso Román (ITI)

6

https://www.european-big-data-value-forum.eu/startups-and-entrepreneurs-boosting-big-datacorporate-innovation/
7

https://www.european-big-data-value-forum.eu/getting-your-data-driven-idea-investor-ready/

8

https://www.european-big-data-value-forum.eu/shaping-the-european-big-data-landscape-from-ispaces-and-centers-of-excellence-to-big-data-digital-innovation-hubs/
9

http://www.bdva.eu/sites/default/files/Invitation%20-%20BDVe%20%20Data%20Business%20Workshop%20-%202018-11-15%20in%20Vienna.pdf
10

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/data-driven-business-workshop-tickets-51643599396

11

https://www.big-data-value.eu/ppp-summit-2019/program-2019/
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▪
▪

Towards Value-Centric Big Data by Stefania Aguzzi (IDC)
Data-driven business models: turning digital transformation into a
competitive advantage by Michele Osella (ISMB)

Figure 2: BDV PPP Meetup sessions
In addition to the summit, a side event took place; a breakfast with representatives
from BDVA, the European Commission – DG Connect (Kimmo Rossi) and Minister for
Economics of the Republic of Latvia, Ralfs Nemiro. Between the topics discussed,
there was also the issue of how BDVA can support startups/SMEs in various
countries. The concepts of the Latvian strategy of a data-driven nation, and how it
involves startups/SMEs and helps them to develop, were also discussed.
The information about the event has been disseminated through many channels,
with special stress on SMEs/startup communities. For example, the following
organizations were information partners:
▪ LIKTA - Latvian Information and Communication Technology Association
▪ Latvian IT cluster
▪ Startup association startin.lv
▪ Investment and Development Agency of Latvia
▪ Riga Comm – biggest business technology fair/conference in the Baltics
▪ Riga TechHub – community for tech entrepreneurs and startups in Latvia
▪ Riga TechGirls – community in Latvia dedicated to inspiring women about
technology
▪ Riga Facebook developers circle
▪ Tech Chill – leading startup community in the Baltics
Many of the abovementioned organizations were also authorized to offer a discount
for entry tickets for its members.
The event got great publicity in Latvia. There are 21 articles published in internet in
various news portals and new agencies websites in Latvia, Lithuania, and Estonia. 4
TV coverages were shown. 11 times the news about the summit were heard on the
radio. Additionally, interview with Laure Le Bars (BDVA Vice-President) dedicated to
BDV PPP summit has been published in major Latvian business newspaper. Detailed
information about the publicity is available in Appendix C.
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Finally, the online streaming of the whole event was available in internet through the
major Latvian streaming platform LMT Straume. It can be safely assumed, that
biggest part of the audience were SMEs and startups as due to weaker financial
position they are more prone to choose online participation to offline.
Unfortunately, exact audience number could not be obtained, but the rough
estimate assumes from 1500 to 2000 stream viewers.
According to statistics of visitors, 34 out of 218 (15%) have identified themselves as
representatives from SMEs.
One SME applied to BDVA membership right after the event, so it can be considered
as a resulting action.

3.2.3 EBDVF 2019
At the European Big Data Value Forum 2019, held in Helsinki, a specific panel session
dedicated to startups and SMEs was organized12 by EIT Digital. The panel session
brought together SMEs/Startups and Large Corporates to discuss how AI and Data
are possible enablers for collaboration between Startups/SMEs and Large
Companies: partnering with a corporate can enable a startup to exploit underutilized
corporate assets such as data that would otherwise not be accessible and create new
business opportunities. The projects EDI and DMS selected startups coming from
different sectors; some of them are more active in the Retail and Finance Market
and presented their experience and best practices on such topics. Specifically, these
startups/SMEs participated in a panel where they could share their vision on the
relationship with large companies, and how they are currently facing challenges to
allow them to build a profitable relationship to successfully face the final market.
Among the most prominent reflections, startups emphasized that streamlining and
flexibility of collaboration processes with large corporations is essential.
The panel can be considered a success, with more than 30 people attending the
session.

Figure 3: EBDVF19 panel session
In addition to this, in parallel to the EBDVF19 programme, a side event was
organized by EIT Digital, bringing together startups/SMEs from the DMS and EDI
12

https://www.european-big-data-value-forum.eu/connecting-large-and-small-companies-arounddata-and-ai/
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projects with local stakeholders (Nokia Finland and IBM Finland) and the Helsinki
Municipality (Forum Virium Helsinki13).
4 startups were proposed from the DMS project to participate in the side track
(HOPU, uTrigg, Vesputi and u-Hopper) as well as 2 from the EDI project (Contiamo
and Leapcraft). Here below, is the Agenda of the programme that was organized for
these startups/SMEs:
▪

Monday 14.10. @ 16:00-17:30
o Meeting with corporates: IBM (Miikka Kiiski, Business Development
Executive, IBM Finland), Nokia (Timo Tenhovuori, Head of Portfolio
Growth, Nokia) , and EIT Digital Accelerator (Mikael Huhtamäki)
o Host: Marko Turpeinen, EIT Digital Node Director
o Format: Short large corporate intros and startup pitches (max 7 min +
3 min discussions each)
o Place: EIT Digital CLC, Maarintie 6, 02360 Espoo

▪

Tuesday 15.10. @ 9:00-10:15
o Meeting with Forum Virium Helsinki (owned by the City of Helsinki)
o Host: Hugo Goncalves, Forum Virium Helsinki
o Format: Forum Virium presentation, 3-4 selected short pitches from
startups interested in collaborating with cities, discussion on
collaboration opportunities
o Place: Forum Virium Helsinki, Unioninkatu 24, 00130 Helsinki, Finland

According to Zabala, who is the project coordinator for the DMS project, both days
were very interesting, both for the startups that had the chance to show their
capabilities and solutions on Big Data topics, and for the stakeholders (companies
and public administration) that could match their needs with what the involved
startups could offer, opening the door for potential further collaboration. Pointing
out the interest in data sources for mobility operability and the different business
models, market and domain experts had the opportunity to meet first-hand
potential collaborators (the startups/SMEs) for the data ecosystem.
Nowadays, the capital city of Finland is a paradigm of a Smart City and citizenship
integration as testified by Forum Virium Helsinki – an international reference point
for innovation experts. The startups present at Forum Virium gathered ideas about
how to contribute to building cities with high quality of life standards and a healthy
environment. The "one hour more every day" campaign launched by the mayor of
Helsinki reinforces the city’s ambition to make smart cities work for their citizens by
saving them time on commuting for example.
Some pictures to give an impression about the meetings:

13

https://forumvirium.fi/en/introduction/innovation-unit-developing-digital-services/
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Figure 4: Side event with corporates at EIT Digital

Figure 5: Side event with Helsinki Municipality
Zabala also issued a press release14 about the panel session and the side track event,
organised by EIT Digital.
EBDVF has also enjoyed media publicity. A press release in Finnish was published by
VTT, event the co-organizer15. Additionally, an interview with Caj Södergård was
broadcasted on Finnish national radio YLE on 15.10.2019.
According to the statistics of visitors, in EBDVF 2019 the number of representatives
from SMEs was 78 out of 466, which is 17%. The number is rather consistent, if we
compare it to BDV PPP Summit 2019 (where it was 15% of SMEs).

3.3 Webinars
BDVe (as part of WP2) is organizing a series of webinars related to Big Data
Technologies and business insights showing results of EU projects funded under
topics related to the Big Data Value PPP16.

14

www.zabala.eu/en/news/helsinki-world-leader-use-open-data-wants-offer-one-hour-more-daycitizens
15

https://www.vtt.fi/medialle/ratkeaako-teko%C3%A4lyn-paradoksi-ai-n-tulevaisuus-euroopassaesill%C3%A4-helsingiss%C3%A4
16

https://www.big-data-value.eu/resources/webinar/
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On December 3rd, 2019 a Webinar specifically targeted for SMEs/startups is planned
with the title of “Help to get investors ready”. The webinar intends to provide some
tips to help startups involved in the Big Data and data-driven economy to
successfully face the investment phase and to maximize their chances of getting
external funding for their future endeavours17. The speaker is Tonny Velin from
Answare.
This webinar has been organized in the scope of the Access to knowledge/ access to
private investments parts of Value Proposition.

3.4 Big Data Value ecosystem
3.4.1 BDVe Website
The Big Data Value ecosystem project website18, launched in May 2017 with the aim
of providing coordination and support to current and future H2020 projects within
the BDV PPP, has a specific page on SMEs as part of the whole ecosystem. This page
has been initially been planned as part of Showcase service Value Proposition. The
website also offers to download a brochure19 developed by WP3 on SMEs in the
European Data-Economy, which was prepared as part of D.3.8. There are also
various services offered, which can be used by SMEs and Startups (see below).

3.4.2 BDVe Landscape
In the scope of the BDVe project Work Package 3 the new Big Data Landscape20 has
been developed as a visual representation of the location of major actors and
elements of the Big Data Community. The BDVe Landscape also provides information
in various layers, representing entities such as Actors from the supply and demand
sides, Enablers, and Pilots/Use Cases. A detailed description is given below in BDVe
Landscape enrichment. The Landscape is an excellent tool for SMEs and startups to
represent themselves, find potential partners or buyers, or obtain information about
potential enablers who could provide support and guidance. It also provides Visibility
and Recognition for participating SMEs.

3.4.3 BDVe Marketplace
Marketplace is a catalogue of innovative solutions on Big Data, platforms, services
and technologies that are being developed under the Big Data Value Public Private
Partnership programme21 as part of WP3 work. It is also a place where all SMEs and
startups from the PPP can present their solutions and products, showcasing
themselves and promoting their solutions (contributing to Visibility and Recognition
part of Value Proposition). It is also possible to use it for match-making22.
17

https://www.big-data-value.eu/resources/webinar/

18

https://www.big-data-value.eu/

19

https://www.big-data-value.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/SMEs-Brochure-2017.pdf

20

https://landscape.big-data-value.eu/

21

https://marketplace.big-data-value.eu/

22

BDV cPPP Monitoring Report 2018
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3.5 Results of BDV cPPP Projects
The following information is provided according to the Big Data Value cPPP
Monitoring Report 2018 (Version 1 from July 2019)23. It shows the results the KPIs of
SMEs during the year 2018. While not directly caused by WP3 activities, these
positive results were influenced also by WP3 as part of all BDVe project.
▪ Data Market Services project started with the aim of supporting the
European data market, providing free support services to data-centric SMEs
and startups.
▪ There are currently 8 labelled BDVA i-Spaces providing data experimentation
and data incubation capabilities for SMEs.
▪ Participation of SMEs in 25,3% of BDV cPPP call proposals in 2018, getting a
European Budget in the amount 9,97 MEUR.
▪ SME companies part of cPPP have an increase in turnover of 60% with
respect to 2014 and 17,7% with respect to 2017. In particular new SMEs (5 to
10 years old) on average show the biggest growth in turnover in relation to
2014 (up to 284%). The youngest companies (<5 years) on average show the
largest growth in the last year (54,8%).
▪ Positive trend in employment evolution with an average increase in
employment for the SMEs part of the PPP of 75% with respect to 2014, and
growth of 11,83% with respect to 2017.
▪ The European data Incubators DataPitch and EDI have given support and new
opportunities to 47 startups and entrepreneurs, creating impact on revenues,
jobs created and competitiveness and supporting them to raise additional
private funding. Companies participating in Data Incubators reported an
increase in turnover of 315% with respect to 2014 and 48,8% in relation to
2017, and a 118,5% increase in employment in relation to 2014 with a 22,4%
increase in relation to 2017.
▪ DataPitch incubator provides startups and SMEs with training and support
e.g. in the development of skills related to data policy and privacy. The
programme has created a toolkit to up-skill startups within this area:
https://datapitch.eu/privacytoolkit/. These are areas in which the startups
have requested this kind of knowledge transfer. To impact on the wider
startup ecosystem, the programme shares its materials via our YouTube
channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHAyGRbHgAdB8KqfTs6gyw
DataPitch incubator has developed the following training programmes for
startups:
o YouTube. How to develop sales leads for startups, Pitch training Webinar. How to create an investor-ready pitch deck for startups
seeking funding.
o Privacy and Policy Toolkit – Workshop. Anonymization techniques and
data policies to be aware of for startups.
23
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▪

▪

o Getting Press – Webinar. How to attain word of mouth and online
media exposure for startups.
o Setting organizational values and culture – Webinar. How startups can
create company values and how an organizational culture has
developed training sessions around a tutorial on crowdsourcing and a
social computing module.
EDI incubator also provides skills development for startups of its incubation
programme and in particular developing skills for Big Data engineers, data
scientists, sales experts, marketing staff, user experience engineers.
EDI incubator has developed the following webinars for SMEs/startups:
o Business Model Canvas
o Scaling-up
o Public Funding focused on SMEs
As a result of the call for proposals in 2018, new 22 SMEs are participating in
projects (25,3% of the partners are SMEs) taking up 23,5% of the total budget
of the call.
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4 BDVe Data Landscape enrichment
To provide Visibility and recognition (part of Value Proposition for SMEs), BDVe
provides such tools as Data Landscape, which is the portal database with visual
representation of the location of major actors and elements in the Big Data
community. The portal content is enriched on a continuous basis.
SME and startup data was prepared and submitted for the Map of Big Data players in
Europe in deliverables 3.6 and 3.8, and it was provided for the update of the Data
Landscape24 portal. The Data Landscape portal is part of the European Data Market
study for the Directorate-General for Communications Networks, Content and
Technology, and is managed by Open Evidence, the Lisbon Council and IDC.
However, since then the BDVe project (WP3 in conjunction with WP5) has developed
the Big Data Landscape25. This tool was initially planned for reusing information from
many various sources and providing a richer representation for better community
building and the facilitation of interaction between actors interested in Big Data.
The Big Data Landscape goes beyond the simple visualization of information, and
provides various layers in it where different entities are represented:
▪ Big Data Actors. Shows entities from both the supply and demand side
▪ Big Data Enablers. Shows entities that can help companies interested in Big
Data in developing their projects, plans and strategies, i.e. intermediaries
with a support function. It includes the following sub-layers:
o Network of Big Data CoE
o Big Data national initiatives
o I-Spaces. The network of Innovation Spaces is described in deliverable
3.11
▪ Pilots/Use cases. It shows pilots implemented in PPP.
It is also planned to integrate Big Data Landscape with Big Data Marketplace in the
future, another tool offered by the BDVe project to the community; one which
creates a catalogue of innovative solutions on Big Data, platforms, services and
technologies that are being developed under the Big Data Value Public Partnership
Programme26. Thus, it will be possible to also show the Big Data Actors with existing
assets.
For deliverable 3.6, data about companies participating in ODINE was used. In
deliverable 3.8 the landscape was enriched with data from DataPitch.eu and
European Data Incubator, the BDVA website and BDV PPP website, selecting SMEs
and startups active in the Big Data Community.
For current stage of data enrichment, we decided to concentrate our efforts on:

24

http://datalandscape.eu/

25

https://landscape.big-data-value.eu/

26

http://marketplace.big-data-value.eu/
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▪

Companies, participating in i-Spaces in the years 2017-2019. I-Spaces are
Trusted Data incubators targeted at the take-up of data driven innovation in
the commercial sector27. Each year BDVA assigns its own label to confirm that
specific i-Space conforms to predefined benchmarks. Information about iSpaces labelled in 2019 has been announced in the European Big Data Value
Forum28 in Helsinki on October 16th, 2019.
▪ Companies supported by the Data Market Services29 project. Data Market
Services is a BDV PPP project aimed at helping data-centric SMEs and startups
in Europe by providing them with support services, such as acceleration and
incubation of data-centric companies, standardization training, legal & IPR
capacitation, data skills, trust-building, etc.
The final list of companies contains almost 350 entries. However, due to the fact that
it has been built in stages over a period of time, we have also deemed it necessary to
run a Quality check for the following parameters:
▪ Does the company still have the same name? We have found that several
companies have been renamed since they were first added to the landscape.
▪ Is the company still active? Successful startups sometime choose the exit
strategy of becoming acquired by other companies.
▪ Is the company website still active? For inactive websites we have run several
periodic checks to avoid the exclusion of the website due to temporary
downtime issues.
▪ Does the company still use the same website address, or is it automatically
forwarded to a new one?
▪ Is the company already listed on Data Landscape? In this case detailed
information about it can easily be imported.
▪ Is the company already listed on BDV Landscape? We needed to ensure that
double entries for the same entities are avoided.
The results of the quality check were
▪ 3 companies which now have different names
▪ 8 companies, the websites of which are no longer active
▪ 1 company which has been acquired, so its website is currently closed
▪ 1 company which changed its website address
▪ 12 companies were mentioned twice and had to be cleared from the list
The results of the enrichment and quality check tasks have been formatted
according to Big Data Landscape website requirements for bulk import and provided
for processing. The list of companies without additional data can be found in
Appendix A.

27

https://www.big-data-value.eu/i-spaces/

28

https://www.european-big-data-value-forum.eu/

29

https://www.datamarketservices.eu/startups/
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5 Conclusion
The work started almost 3 years ago has been progressing smoothly and in
accordance with the plans set in the deliverable 3.7. The list of companies firstly
prepared in deliverable 3.6 and expanded in 3.8 has been enriched even more;
additionally a quality check was run to ensure that all changes are accounted for.
Instead of Data Landscape, now the update has been provided for Big Data
Landscape, which has been developed as part of the BDVe project, which provides a
richer representation for better community building and the facilitation of
interaction between actors. The next (and last in the scope of the BDVe project)
update is expected in December 2020.
The value proposition and engagement plans for SMEs and startups were revised
and amended to further improve their relevance. The work with intermediaries is
performed in collaboration with Task 2.3 “Innovation Booster” reported in
deliverable 2.8 “Status Report on the BDVe network and marketplace activities”. The
work with the private investors is performed according to the updated plan.
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APPENDIX A: List of companies provided for Big
Data Landscape enrichment
Company

Web address

1848

https://1848.nl/

3Desk

http://3desk.com/

Air and Space Evidence

http://www.space-evidence.net/

ASK HELMUT

https://askhelmut.com/berlin

Avuxi

http://www.avuxi.com

Bike Citizens

https://www.bikecitizens.net/

Brightbook

https://mybrightbook.com/

CommoPrices

https://commoprices.com/en

Contagt

https://contagt.com/en/

Cropti

https://cropti.com/

Data Press

https://datapress.com/

Derilinx

https://derilinx.com/

Environment Systems

https://www.envsys.co.uk/

Exceedence

https://exceedence.com/

Farm Dog

https://farmdog.ag/

FSTR

https://carpool.fstr.eu/en/

Glimworm

http://iotlivinglab.com

Green City Solution

https://greencitysolutions.de/
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Green spin

https://www.greenspin.de/

Guide2Property

https://co-libry.com/

HybridStat

http://www.hybridstat.gr/

Idalab

https://idalab.de/

Imin

https://www.imin.co/

Implisense

https://implisense.com/

Instats

http://instats.co/

InSymbio

http://www.insymbio.com/

Iplytics

https://www.iplytics.com/

Konetik

http://www.konetik.com/

Land Insight

http://www.landinsight.io

Liimtec

http://www.liimtec.at

Mint Labs

https://www.qmenta.com/

OpenGazettes

http://opengazettes.com/

Openlaws

https://openlaws.com/

OpenOil

https://openoil.net/

OpenResort

http://www.infamouslabs.net

OpenSensors

https://www.opensensors.com/

Plume Labs

https://plumelabs.com/en/

Pobble

https://pobble.com/

Proseph

https://tracelabs.io/

Provenance

https://www.provenance.org/

RentSquare

https://www.rentsquare.io/
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RESC Info Insight

https://netage.nl/

Sinergise

https://www.sinergise.com/

Sickly

https://studybugs.com/

Suade

https://suade.org/

Sun Energia

https://sunenergia.com/

Taranis

http://www.taranis.ag/

Thingful

http://www.thingful.net/

Tilde

https://www.tilde.com/

UNICS

http://www.sirisacademic.com/

UniGraph

https://unigraph.rocks/

Urban Data Analytics

http://www.urbandataanalytics.com

Viomedo

https://www.viomedo.de/

We Are Colony

https://www.wearecolony.com/

Whythawk

https://sqwyre.com/

YuScale

https://yuscale.com/

Zazuko

https://zazuko.com/

Wholi

http://wholi.com

Qrowd

http://qrowd-project.eu/

Data Bio

https://www.databio.eu/en/

Transforming Transport

https://transformingtransport.eu/

BigDataOcean

http://www.bigdataocean.eu/

EW Shop

https://www.ew-shopp.eu/

Knowledge Complexity

https://kplex-project.eu/
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My Health My Data

http://www.myhealthmydata.eu/

Slipo

http://www.slipo.eu/

Scalable Oblivious Data Analytics

https://www.soda-project.eu/

Special

https://www.specialprivacy.eu/

Fashion Brain Project

https://fashionbrain-project.eu/

Aegis

http://www.aegis-bigdata.eu/

EUBusinessGraph

https://www.eubusinessgraph.eu/

E-Sides

https://e-sides.eu/

Bdv Ecosystem

https://www.big-data-value.eu/

DataPitch

https://datapitch.eu/

I-BiDaaS

https://www.ibidaas.eu/

Icarus

https://www.icarus2020.aero/

TheyBuyForYou

https://theybuyforyou.eu/

DataBench

https://www.databench.eu/

Lynx

http://lynx-project.eu/

Track And Know

https://trackandknowproject.eu/

BigDataStack

https://bigdatastack.eu/

E2Data

https://e2data.eu/

BodyPass

http://www.bodypass.eu/

BigMedilytics

https://www.bigmedilytics.eu/

Class

https://class-project.eu/

Boost 4.0

https://boost40.eu/

Cross-CPP

https://cross-cpp.eu/
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BigDataGrapes

http://www.bigdatagrapes.eu/

Fandango

https://fandango-project.eu/

European Data Incubator

https://edincubator.eu/

Typhon

https://www.typhon-project.org/

CloudButton

http://cloudbutton.eu/

Elastic

https://elastic-project.eu/

Examode

https://www.examode.eu/

ExtremeEarth

http://earthanalytics.eu/

Infore

http://www.infore-project.eu/

SmartDataLake

https://smartdatalake.eu/

Data Market Services

https://www.datamarketservices.eu/

MOSAICrOWN

https://mosaicrown.eu/

Musketeer

http://musketeer.eu/

Safe-Deed

https://safe-deed.eu/

DeepHealth

https://deephealth-project.eu/

Lexis

https://lexis-project.eu/web/

Cybele

https://www.cybele-project.eu/

Evolve

https://www.evolve-h2020.eu/

Bigda Solutions

https://www.bigdasolutions.com/

Leapcraft

http://www.leapcraft.dk/

AMIGO solution

http://www.amigoclimate.com/

Ciclogreen

https://www.ciclogreen.com/

LIS-Solutions

https://www.lis-solutions.es/
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BigDataGrapes

http://www.bigdatagrapes.eu/

Fandango

https://fandango-project.eu/

European Data Incubator

https://edincubator.eu/

Typhon

https://www.typhon-project.org/

CloudButton

http://cloudbutton.eu/

Elastic

https://elastic-project.eu/

Examode

https://www.examode.eu/

ExtremeEarth

http://earthanalytics.eu/

Infore

http://www.infore-project.eu/

SmartDataLake

https://smartdatalake.eu/

Data Market Services

https://www.datamarketservices.eu/

MOSAICrOWN

https://mosaicrown.eu/

Musketeer

http://musketeer.eu/

Safe-Deed

https://safe-deed.eu/

DeepHealth

https://deephealth-project.eu/

Lexis

https://lexis-project.eu/web/

Cybele

https://www.cybele-project.eu/

Evolve

https://www.evolve-h2020.eu/

Bigda Solutions

https://www.bigdasolutions.com/

Leapcraft

http://www.leapcraft.dk/

AMIGO solution

http://www.amigoclimate.com/

Ciclogreen

https://www.ciclogreen.com/

LIS-Solutions

https://www.lis-solutions.es/
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MorphL

https://morphl.io/

Pragma

https://pragma-iot.com

Save-a-Space

https://save-a-space.com

Zylk

https://www.zylk.net/

Sensorspark /carmetry

https://sensorspark.es

Inova Labs

http://inovalabs.es/

AIception

https://aiception.com/

EnergySequence

https://www.bettergy.es/

SmartCat

https://www.smartcat.io/

SummarizeBot

https://www.summarizebot.com/

Statice

https://www.statice.ai/

Solvent

https://solvent.es/

Katoid

http://www.katoid.com/

Theam

https://theam.io/

Modio

https://modio.io/

Inosens

https://inosens.rs/

DIRECTING Intelligence / DATACTIF

https://www.directingintelligence.com

InnoConnect

http://innoconnect.net/

TERA

https://www.terasrl.it/

Deep Data Analytics

https://deep-data-analytics.com/

Argusi

https://argusi.org/

Optimus Price

https://optimusprice.ai/

Answare

http://www.answare-tech.com
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Pycno

https://pycno.co/

Bead

https://www.enbead.com/

Orbem

https://orbem.ai/

Sensei

https://www.sensei.tech/

Contiamo

https://www.contiamo.com/

MobyGIS

https://www.waterjade.com/

Tvarit

https://www.tvarit.com/

Sensinov

https://sensinov.com/

Daiad

http://daiad.eu/

Bettair Cities

https://bettaircities.com/

CYC Analytics

https://www.cyc.es/

outsmart.ai

https://www.outsmart.ai/

Capte

https://capte.co/

LiveTech

http://www.ilivetech.it/

SMAP Energy

https://smapenergy.com/

Bdestas Team

http://www.bdestas.com/

Risk42 Software

https://risk42.com/

Sensifai

https://sensifai.com/

tsenso

https://tsenso.com

You Are My Guide

https://ghostwriter.ai/

Jetware

http://jetware.io/

nevisQ

https://www.nevisq.com/

Datrik Intelligence

https://datrik.com/
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Builtrix

http://www.builtrix.tech/

Dative

http://www.dative.io/

Energenius

https://www.energenius.it/

Novamet

https://www.novamet.ch/

Ensaco

http://www.ensaco.rs/

uVantage

http://www.uvantage.org/

YData

https://ydata.ai/

Improving Metrics

https://www.improvingmetrics.com/

Arakne

https://www.arakne.it/

Anadue

https://www.anadue.com/

Maxfone srl

https://socialmeter.it/

Heldenkombinat Technologies GmbH

https://www.heldenkombinat.com/

SPC Innovation

https://www.salamancapc.com

Aindo

http://www.aindo.ai/

Healthinn

https://rehand.net/

IntelSoft

https://intelsofttech.com/

Actum4 Innovation

http://www.actum4.com/

Binary Brains

https://www.binarybrains.ai/

Feelingstream

https://www.feelingstream.com/

NextQuestion

https://nextquestion.io/

Data Moove

http://data-moove.fr/

Recognai

https://www.recogn.ai/

LexaTexer

https://www.lexatexer.com/
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Pharmawizard

https://pharmawizard.com/

Visor.ai

https://www.visor.ai/

Mojo

https://www.mojo-diagnostics.com/

Zevit

http://www.zevit.net/

predrepair

https://www.predrepair.de/

Upsell

https://exclusivi.com/

Radiobotics

https://radiobotics.com/

Predina

https://www.predina.com/

Tranformative

http://transformative.ai/

Spend Network

https://www.spendnetwork.com/

AI Poli

https://www.aipoli.co

Frosha

https://frosha.io/

Agroknow

https://www.agroknow.com/

AIPark

https://www.aipark.io/

Energeo Ltd

https://www.energeo.co.uk/

Equilibrium Risk Advisory

https://www.era-group.co.uk/

Evo-Solutions

https://www.evosolutions.io

goedle.io

https://goedle.io/

GoSweat

https://www.gosweat.com/

Heptasense

https://heptasense.com/

Idatase

https://idatase.de/

Informed Actions

https://informedactions.com/

Just Me Technologies

https://www.justme.tech/
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LunaConnect

https://www.lunaconnect.io/

Mentalab

https://mentalab.co/

Neurolabs

https://www.neurolabs.eu/

OBUU Tech

https://www.obuu.es/

Pilio

https://www.piliogroup.com/

Vital Beats (Rehfeld Medical)

https://www.vitalbeats.com/

Renvis

https://renvis.gr/

Soft Centrica

http://softcentrica.ro/

Statice GmbH

https://www.statice.ai/

Utelly

https://www.utelly.com/

Verge.Capital

https://verge.capital/

Ze Profile

https://www.zeprofile.com/

Adaptant Solutions AG

http://www.adaptant.io

Adquiver

https://adquiver.es/

Almende BV

https://almende.com/

Ancud IT-Beratung GmbH

https://www.ancud.de/

APIS Europe

https://www.apis.bg/en/

Ascora GmbH

https://www.ascora.net/

Athens Technology Center S.A

https://www.atc.gr

DataCentric

https://www.datacentric.es/en/

DataRiver

https://www.datariver.it/

Datris Solutions

http://datris.solutions/

Decsis

https://www.decsis.eu/
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DEX Europe Ltd

https://dex.sg/

Digital Partners

http://digitalpartners.ch/

Easy Global Market

http://www.eglobalmark.com/

Inlecom Group BVBA

http://www.inlecom.eu/

inmark

https://www.grupoinmark.com/

Innovalia

https://innovalia.com/en/

ITML

https://www.itml.gr/

Jot Internet Media

https://www.jot-im.com/

Kernix

https://www.kernix.com/

Lynkeus

http://www.lynkeus.eu/

MarineTraffic

https://www.marinetraffic.com

Martel Innovate

https://www.martel-innovate.com/

Mosaic Factor

https://www.mosaicfactor.com/

Mozaika

http://www.mozajka.co/

Neuropublic SA

https://www.neuropublic.gr/

Nissatech

https://www.nissatech.com/

Nuromedia GmbH

https://www.nuromedia.com/

Ontotext

https://www.ontotext.com/

Organon Analytics

http://www.organonanalytics.com

Pragsis Bidoop

https://pragsis.com/

Quantos

https://quantos-stat.com/

Semantic Web Company GmbH

https://semantic-web.com/

SenX (former Cityzen Data)

https://senx.io/
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Solver ML

https://www.solverml.com/

Space Applications Services

https://www.spaceapplications.com/

SpaceBel

https://www.spacebel.be/

Squalio

https://squalio.com/

Teknopar

http://teknopar.com.tr/

Terrasigna

http://www.terrasigna.com/

Three Points

https://www.threepoints.com/

Tree Technology S.A.

https://www.treetk.com/

Trialog

http://www.trialog.com

Trilateral Research Ltd

https://trilateralresearch.co.uk/

Ubiwhere

https://www.ubiwhere.com/

WINGS ICT Solutions

https://wings-ict-solutions.eu/

DatMean

https://datmean.com/

Dawex

https://www.dawex.com/en/

nam.R

https://namr.com

RedKarma BV

https://www.redkarma.eu/

20Tree.Ai

https://www.20tree.ai/

Adverif.Ai

https://adverifai.com/

Aerialscoop

https://aerialscoop.com/

Altaroad

https://www.altaroad.com/

Bandora Systems

https://www.bandorasystems.com/

Besure Healthcare B.V.

http://besure.online/

Bitphy

https://www.bitphy.com/
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Blockdata

https://www.blockdata.tech/

De Databoerin

https://databoerin.nl/

Digital Twin

https://www.digitaltwin.technology/

Envisioning.Io

https://www.envisioning.io/

Evreka

https://www.evreka.co/

Geabit

https://www.geabit.com/

Hedyla

https://www.hedyla.com/

Holler.Live

https://business.holler.live/

Hop Ubiquitous

https://hopu.eu/

Indeework

https://www.indeework.com/

Inkin Social Fitness Platform

https://www.inkin.com/

Intelsoft

https://intelsofttech.com/

Leanxcale

https://www.leanxcale.com/

Loop!

https://looptogether.nl/en/

Mammoth Analytics

https://mammoth.io/

Medicsen

https://www.medicsen.com/en/

Medmee

https://medmee.co/

Mimirium

https://mimirium.io/

Norihealth

https://norihealth.com/

Nviso

https://www.nviso.ai/en

Octagon Careers

https://www.octagoncareers.com/

Oliver

http://www.tryoliver.com/

One Watt

https://www.onewatt.eu/
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Open Mind Innovation

https://lab.omind.me/

Orocon

https://orocon.me/

Oseven Telematics

https://www.oseven.io/

Outmind

https://www.outmind.fr/

Pact Care

https://pact.care/

Priceflux

https://priceflux.net/

Qucit

https://qucit.com/en/

Roadeo

https://www.roadeo.io/

Sensewaves

https://www.sensewaves.io/

Storydata

http://www.storydata.cat/

Taikai

https://taikai.network/

Tesselo

https://tesselo.com/

Ticketless

https://ticketless.ai/

U-Hopper Srl

https://www.u-hopper.com/

Utrigg

https://utrigg.com/

Vesputi

https://www.vesputi.com/

Wefitter

https://www.wefitter.com/

Xoresearch

https://xoresearch.com/

Smart Data Innovation Lab

http://www.sdil.de/

Teralab

https://www.teralab-datascience.fr/

Know-Center

https://www.know-center.tugraz.at/

RISE SICS North ICE

https://www.sics.se/projects/sics-icedata-center-in-lulea/
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Italian Open Platform for High
Performance Data Analysis (Cineca)

https://www.cineca.it/

Big Data Centre of Excellence in
Barcelona

https://www.bigdatabcn.com/

EGI

https://www.egi.eu/

ITI Big Data Space

https://www.iti.es

CeADAR (National Centre for Applied
Data Analytics and Machine Intelligence)

https://www.ceadar.ie/

Aragon DIH

http://www.aragondih.com/

Gemini Big Data

https://www.sintef.no/en/

Machine Intelligence Garage

https://www.migarage.ai/

Madrid’s i-Space for Sustainability (MiSS)

http://www.upm.es/internacional

LS3 Innovation HUB

https://www.l3s.de/en

Attica Hub for the Economy of Data and
Devices (ahedd)

https://www.iit.demokritos.gr

Table 2. List of companies for BDVe Landscape enrichment
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APPENDIX
presentations

B:

Detailed
of

descriptions

conference

sessions

or
and

workshops targeted for Startups/SMEs
EBDVF 2018
Startups and Entrepreneurs Boosting Big Data Corporate Innovation
▪ 12th of November, 2018 / 15:00h - 16:30h
▪ Roundtable - How to connect Data providers with innovators?
o Moderator: Nuno Varandas (F6S)
o Diego López-de-Ipiña (DeustoTech)
o Ryan Goodman (ODI)
▪ Innovators solutions - Startups providing solutions to Big Data providers
challenges
▪ Description
o The concept is to demonstrate 3 ongoing initiatives to connect
startups/ entrepreneurs with Big Data corporates/providers, boosting
innovation, solving particular challenges and developing new
products/ services.
▪ Speakers
o Nuno Varandas - EU Projects Expert at F6S
o Dr Diego López-de-Ipiña - Associate Professor and Principal
Researcher of MORElab group
o Ryan Goodman - Startup Programme Manager at Open Data Institute
o Julia Palma - ICT Programme Coordinator in Eurecat
o Roemer Claasen - CEO and founder of Frosha
o Daniel Vila Suero - Director of Recogna
o Marta González - Data Scientist at Inova Labs
o Stelios Krinidis - Pragma.IoT
Getting your Data-Driven Idea Investor Ready
▪ 12th of November, 2018 / 17:00h - 18:30h
▪ Welcome & Introduction - Tjerk Timan (TNO)
▪ Panel Discussions:
▪ Part 1: Investor-readiness: issues for data-driven businesses (insights from
investors and startups)
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▪

▪
▪

▪

Part 2: Addressing business modelling related issues for data driven
businesses (Insights from a quantitative study of data-driven business
opportunities; most important aspects of a data-driven business idea)
o Eva Arh (capital 300)
o Marta González (Inova Labs)
o Sonja Zillner (Siemens)
o Ryan Goodman (ODI)
o Nuno Varandas (f6S)
Q&A
Description
o Startups/Scaleups and SMEs often struggle with the scoping of a
convincing business opportunity when dealing with data in their
business. In the wide range of data-driven opportunities, business
ideas require a focused description to attract incubators, accelerators
or investors. This leads to the question of how to describe the datadriven business in a convincing way? And what are Investors looking
for when evaluating startups or SMEs to invest in? Is the business
model the crucial point or are there other criteria equally or even
more important?
o This session will first identify the issues and hurdles that datapowered innovative businesses must face, focus on problems related
to finding the right approach for data-driven business opportunities,
and then propose and discuss with experts (accelerators, incubators,
investors, corporates) and founders ways to overcome them.
Speakers
o Sonja Zillner - Senior Key Expert at Siemens AG
o Eva Arh - Principal at capital300
o Tjerk Timan - Researcher at the Strategy &Policy department of TNO
o Ryan Goodman - Startup Programme Manager at Open Data Institute
o Nuno Varandas - EU Projects Expert at F6S

Shaping the European Big Data landscape: from i-Spaces and Centres of Excellence
to Big Data Digital Innovation Hubs
▪ 14th of November, 2018 / 10:30h - 12:30h
Session Description & Objectives
BDVA Data Innovation Spaces and Big Data Centres of Excellence are consolidated
initiatives at European level aimed at providing an ecosystem that guarantees
companies, especially SMEs and startups, access to latest knowledge, expertise and
technology in the fields of Big Data and Artificial Intelligence. More specifically, BDVA
i-Spaces are cross-organizational and cross-sectorial hubs aimed at ensuring that
research on BDV technologies and novel BDV applications are quickly tested, piloted
and exploited in a pre-competitive context, bringing technology and application
development together, and fostering skills, competence, and best practices on Big
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Data, while Big Data Centres of Excellence are organisations or organisational units
within a national system of research and education that provide leadership in
research, innovation and training for Big Data technologies.
On the other hand, Digital Innovation Hubs are the mechanisms that the European
Commission has devised to foster the digital transformation within the existing
industry, with the aim of being considered as the one-stop-shop to provide services
to companies at regional level through a multi-partner cooperation.
In this workshop, we will explore ways of collaboration between BDVA Data
Innovation Spaces, Big Data Centres of Excellence and other existing initiatives, so
they can offer companies a complete ecosystem to improve their business,
production processes, products and services on Big Data and Artificial Intelligence,
keeping them aligned with the concept and objectives with the DIH in Big Data, and
with the ultimate objective of building a federation between the different initiatives
at European level.
More specifically, the following questions will be addressed during the session:
▪

Building the community: from a federation of EU Data i-Spaces and CoEs to a
network of DIHs.
▪ Beating the barriers: how to overcome barriers for constructing the network?
▪ Boosting the impact: how to maximize and measure the impact of a
federated network?
The session will be planned to foster the participation of the audience in an
interactive format that allow to gather their insights, experiences and comments.
The outcome of the session will be three-fold: conclusions could be used as
contributions for future calls (specially the topic DT-ICT-05-2020 Big Data DIHs), the
session will reinforce several of the pillars that BDVA has identified as crucial in a
post-H2020 scenario, and contribute to the update of the BDVA SRIA, and
participants will exchange ideas on how to establish an European network /
federation of initiatives linking different capacities (experimentation, incubation,
skills, etc …) and technologies (Big Data, HPC, AI, IoT…).
Agenda
▪ Stefanie Lindstaedt (Know-Center)
▪ Edward Curry (Insight, BDVe project)
▪ Julia Palma (Eurecat, BDVA TF4-SG1)
▪ Daniel Alonso (ITI, BDVA TF4-SG1)
Speakers
▪ Stephanie Lindstaedt - Professor and Head, Institute of Interactive Systems
and Data Science, Graz University of Technology; Chief Executive Officer,
Know-Center GmbH, Graz
▪ Edward Curry - Research Leader at the Insight Centre for Data Analytics and
at LERO
▪ Daniel Alonso - Project Manager at the Technological Institute of Valencia
(ITI)
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Successful patterns of Data-driven business
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BDV PPP Summit 2019
Federation of data services to foster the adoption of data driven AI in Europe
The objective of this workshop is to promote the collaboration among different
organizations and initiatives across Europe, and to show how the federation of the
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data services they provide them could foster the adoption of AI at European level,
and contribute to the creation of a Common European Data Space. The workshop
will present data services and tools offered by relevant organizations across Europe
as part of their portfolios, will elaborate on the necessary steps to follow in order to
achieve a real federation of these services (or how to scale-up at European level),
and will address potential barriers and other aspects that could hinder this scenario.
Towards Value-Centric Big Data
This e-SIDES workshop aims to gather PPP projects whose work and active
engagement can promote responsible research and innovation in the field of Big
Data paving the way to design and deploy the next generation of Big Data solutions.
This event is a key opportunity to contribute to the debate on how Big Data solutions
can be developed and used in a responsible way, protecting societal values to the
greatest possible extent.
The workshop will be highly interactive, will give the floor to projects' presentations,
followed by a panel discussion on the topic “towards responsible Big Data”. The
session will also leverage the collaboration with the BDVA Task force producing the
PPT position paper.
Data-driven business models: Turning digital transformation into competitive
advantage
The thematic session will provide a window into emerging opportunities lying at the
intersection of Big Data and business model innovation. A lineup of industry
speakers will drive the audience through business cases that demonstrate success
stories and lessons learnt from EU companies.

EBDVF 2019
CONNECTING LARGE AND SMALL COMPANIES AROUND DATA AND AI
▪ 15th of October 2019, 11:00h - 12:30h
Innovation is changing; AI and Data play an increasingly important role in the future
of the economy, big corporates are waking up to the fact that startups, especially
digital and tech businesses, are disrupting whole industries from the bottom up.
Forward looking corporates see startups not as a threat, but as potential partners to
build sustainable businesses that generate economic, social and environmental
impact. Relevant speakers representing projects and organizations will present their
experience dealing with AI and Data as a glue connecting Large Companies and
startups.
Session Objectives
The session aims to facilitate the discussion on why startups and large companies
bring each other immense opportunities through collaborations that, if harnessed
correctly, create win–win situations for both. The session ambition is to provide an
overview of the below topics and more particularly:
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AI and Data as enablers of the collaboration between Startups/SMEs and Large
Companies: partnering with a corporate can enable a startup to exploit underutilized
corporate assets such as data that would otherwise not be accessible and create new
business opportunities. Startups and Corporates in the Retail and Finance Market
presents their experiences and best practices on such topics.
How we can help both parties in establishing a fruitful collaboration: EIT Digital will
bring his experience in supporting the connection among the SMEs/Startups and the
Lage Companies through its acceleration programme (access to market – access to
finance)
DataPitch will introduce is Toolkit that guides the users (both small and large
companies) through the question – “What are the critical things to consider when
sharing and reusing data for defined innovative purposes?
Moderator
▪ Ryan Goodman (ODI)
Panelists
▪ Elena Simperl (Professor, University of Southampton)
▪ Samuli Silanto (Business Developer, EIT Digital)
▪ Elisa Tassoni (Business Developer, U-Hopper)
▪ Antonio J. Jara (CEO, HOPU)
▪ Cinzia Rubattino (International Research Project Manager, GFT)
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APPENDIX C: Media coverage report of BDV
PPP summit 2019 in Riga, Latvia

Title/Link
Rīgā notiks Eiropas līmeņa pasākums lielo datu un mākslīgā
intelekta (AI) jomā
http://www.elektronika.lt/naujienos/ivykiai/68588/rygojevyksianti-didziuju-duomenu-konferencija-paklos-pamatuseuropos-lyderystei-dirbtinio-intelekto-srityje/
Rygoje vyksianti didžiųjų duomenų konferencija paklos
pamatus Europos lyderystei dirbtinio intelekto srityje
Rygoje vyksianti didžiųjų duomenų konferencija paklos
pamatus Europos lyderystei dirbtinio intelekto srityje
Rygoje vyksianti didžiųjų duomenų konferencija paklos
pamatus Europos lyderystei dirbtinio intelekto srityje
Rygoje vyksianti didžiųjų duomenų konferencija paklos
pamatus europos lyderystei dirbtinio intelekto srityje
Rygoje vyksianti didžiųjų duomenų konferencija paklos
pamatus Europos lyderystei dirbtinio intelekto srityje
Rygoje vyksianti didžiųjų duomenų konferencija paklos
pamatus Europos lyderystei dirbtinio intelekto srityje
Lielo datu samitā Rīgā liks pamatus Eiropas līderībai
mākslīgā intelekta jomā

Date

Media type

18.06.2019

Online

19.06.2019

online,
electronic
news

19.06.2019

online news

19.06.2019
19.06.2019
19.06.2019

online
region news
online
resharing
news
tech online
news

19.06.2019

online news

19.06.2019

news
service

20.06.2019

Online

21.06.2019

Online

21.06.2019

Online

21.06.2019

TV

22.06.2019

Online

25.06.2019

Online

26.06.2019

TV

Rīgā sākas Eiropā lielākais mākslīgā intelekta samits

26.06.2019

Online

Tiešraide: Eiropas Lielo datu un Mākslīgā intelekta samits

26.06.2019

Online

Rīgā liks pamatus Eiropas līderībai mākslīgā intelekta jomā
Didžiųjų duomenų konferencijoje – žinomi ekspertai ir
milijoninis finansavimas inovacijoms
"Globuss": Lielo datu samits liek pamatus Eiropas līderībai
mākslīgā intelekta jomā 21:03
Rīgā nākamnedēļ notiks lielo datu un mākslīgā intelekta
samits
https://www.ituudised.ee/uudised/2019/06/24/riiasalgab-tippkohtumine-suurandmete-teemal
Saruna ar uzņēmuma "Tilde" valdes priekšsēdētāju
Andreju Vasiļjevu
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Lielo datu samitā VARAM iepazīstina ar Latvijas
sabiedrības attīstības koncepciju

26.06.2019

Online

ES cer mākslīgā intelekta attīstībā konkurēt ar Ķīnu un ASV

26.06.2019

TV

Rīgā sācies mākslīgā intelekta starptautisks samits

26.06.2019

TV

28.06.2019

Online

28.06.2019

Radio

28.06.2019

Radio

LR1: Diskutē par lielo datu izmantošanu

28.06.2019

Radio

Diskutē par lielo datu izmantošanu

28.06.2019

Radio

Diskutē par lielo datu izmantošanu

28.06.2019

Radio

28.06.2019

Radio

28.06.2019

Radio

28.06.2019

Radio

28.06.2019

Radio

28.06.2019

Radio

28.06.2019

Online

28.06.2019

Radio

28.06.2019

Online

https://labsoflatvia.com/aktuali/lielo-datu-transformacija

30.07.2019

Online

Arvien lielāks daudzums datu paver daudz plašākas
iespējas tos izmantot

19.08.2019

Online,
newspaper

«Tildes» vadītājs: Mākslīgā intelekta pētniecības ceļš
Eiropā ir balstīts uz cilvēka vērtību
LR1: Saruna ar uzņēmuma "Tilde" vadītāju Andreju
Vasiļjevu
LR4: Saruna ar uzņēmuma "Tilde" vadītāju Andreju
Vasiļjevu

Samitā spriež par programmu pieejamību mākslīgā
intelekta attīstītājiem
Samitā spriež par programmu pieejamību mākslīgā
intelekta attīstītājiem
Samitā spriež par programmu pieejamību mākslīgā
intelekta attīstītājiem 11:01
Samitā spriež par programmu pieejamību mākslīgā
intelekta attīstītājiem 12:03
Samitā spriež par programmu pieejamību mākslīgā
intelekta attīstītājiem 13:11
CEO of "Tilde": AI research in Europe is based on human
value
Samitā spriež par programmu pieejamību mākslīgā
intelekta attīstītājiem 17:02
В области языковых технологий Латвия может
конкурировать с Google — глава Tilde

Table 3. Media coverage of BDV PPP Summit 2019
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